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Abstract: The amount of unstructured data such as images, videos being generated and shared everyday is growing at a faster rate. The storage need for such large amount of data is a driving factor for outsourcing services such as cloud storage and computing. However it actually raises new challenges in terms of data privacy. One solution is to encrypt the image database before outsourcing it and run all the computation on client side for eg, Earth Mover’s Distance or EMD-PPCBIR but this leads to client-overhead. To address this issue various technique has been developed for efficient retrieval of images such as IES-PPCBIR, EDH-PPCBIR, and SIFT-PPCBIR, etc. Here CBIR services are outsourced to the server side. All these method are effective over encrypted images.
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1. Introduction

The amount of images being generated is increasing day by day such as Instagram and flickr, are well known social networking sites which hosts millions of images and new images are uploaded everyday. NASA’s earth observing system generates 1 Tera Byte of images everyday [1]. In medical field digital images are produced at increasing rate for diagnosis and therapy. Hence with the increase in quantity, availability and importance of images in our daily life Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) applications have been developed rapidly. Content based image retrieval is the process of searching, browsing and retrieving images based on image contents like texture, color, shape, etc. in the database containing digital images. When the user provides a query image system retrieves all the images from image database similar to given query image. Raw image data can’t be used straightly in most computer vision tasks, because of high dimensionality of image and lot of information embedded in the image is redundant. Only expressive representation of the most relevant information is extracted [2] [3]. The process of finding the expressive representation is called feature extraction. Feature extraction can also be defined as act of mapping the image from image space to the feature space.

There are two types of feature extraction technique:-

i) Global feature extraction: It captures visual property from the entire image such as color histogram, texture feature, shape etc. Extraction is done at high speed however result will be less accurate.

ii) Local feature extraction: It captures visual property from the group of pixels. Extraction is done at low speed however result will be more accurate.

CBIR is helpful in many real world image retrieval or matching applications, for eg clinicians may use CBIR to retrieve similar cases of the patients to facilitate the clinical decision. It is also used by law enforcement agencies to identify criminals. The main disadvantage of CBIR is its storage requirement and severe computation so to overcome this database containing digital images and CBIR service is outsourced to cloud serve. Again problem in CS is privacy, in order to protect data privacy, images need to be encrypted before being uploaded to CSP. [4]

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains scope of this survey, Section 3 gives a detailed description of different types of PPCBIR, and finally we conclude the paper in Section 4.

2. Scope of this Survey

The scope of this survey is to find best PPCBIR method that can retrieve images similar to given query image from archive of encrypted images in less time and the result of retrieval must be accurate. Various methods like IES-PPCBIR, EMD-PPCBIR, SIFT-PPCBIR etc have been found.

3. Literature Survey

After reviewing the literature in the existing domain, it has been discovered that there exists the following classification for image retrieval over encrypted database of images.

3.1 IES-PPCBIR (Image Encryption Scheme With Privacy Preserving Content Based Image Retrieval)

A PPCBIR scheme where features are extracted directly from ciphertexts by the cloud server reducing client overhead. Image privacy is the ability to keep the contents of an image secret from public or unauthorized people. Color is one of the most relevant feature of an image, which helps human recognize images. Image contents are characterized by the combination of its color and texture information. Both the color and texture information can be separated from each other. Color features extraction can be done using color space such as RGB, YCbCr etc. Set of rule that allow describing color with numbers is called color space [5] [6]. Texture information shows the relative positions of pixels and their color values. Texture information is more relevant for object recognition.
Bernardo et al. [7] proposed IES-PPCBIR framework consisting of two main entities that is, cloud and users. Repositories are created by a single user and images are outsourced to the repository which is managed by cloud. Repositories are used by multiple users to store, retrieve or search image by providing query image. The goal here is to ensure the privacy of users, hence all images sent to the cloud are encrypted. After creating a repository, a new repository key is generated by that user which is shared with other authorized users, allowing them to search on the repository and store new images. To access content of encrypted images or to update images, a user needs an image key generated by the owner of that image. Image keys for a particular image are kept secret by their users (image owner). User encrypts image database using repository key and image key and outsource the encrypted image database to the repository managed by the cloud server. When the cloud receives an encrypted database of images for storage it extracts its relevant features from the encrypted images and indexes the image based on these features. The same process is carried out or performed for a query image. The reply to a query will contain a k number of encrypted images relevant to the query image which includes each image id and the id of the user that owns each of the images. For decrypting and accessing the contents of an image, not only the repository key but also image key is required by the querying user. So based on the image and user id the querying user request the owner of the image for image key to access the full contents of image.

Encryption process consists of feature extraction and feature indexing. Feature extraction consists of extracting a reduced set of feature vectors that describe the image. The cloud server constructs a color histogram by counting the number of pixels in each intensity level from each encrypted image and each HSV color channel. After extracting these color histograms as feature, the cloud can start construction of feature indexing to speedup query execution. A vocabulary tree and an inverted list index for each repository is constructed using the Bag-Of-Visual-Words (BOVW) representation [8] [9]. In the BOVW model, extracted feature-vectors are hierarchically clustered in the form of a vocabulary tree which is also called codebook. In the vocabulary tree each node denotes a feature-vector in the collection and leaf nodes are selected as visual words. The cloud server constructs an inverted list index, which contains key and it’s corresponding values. All visual words are the keys and, values are list of images. This type of list is also called a Posting List.

3.2 EMD-PPCBIR (Earth Mover’s Distance With Privacy Preserving Content Based Image Retrieval)

Zhihua Xia et al. [10] proposed EMD based PPCBIR model. There are three entities in EMD-PPCBIR, data owner, data user and cloud server. Data owner holds a large-scale image database M = \{m_1,m_2,...,m_n\} to be outsourced, where n is the number of images in the database. The data owner generates a searchable index for the image database M. For privacy-preserving, the data owner needs to encrypt the image database and the search index, and then outsources the encrypted image database and index to the cloud. Cloud provides the CBIR service without interacting with the data owner once the database is outsourced. During the CBIR query phase, the authorized user submits an encrypted query trapdoor to the cloud server. Then, the cloud server compares the similarity between the query image and the images in the database, and returns the encrypted similar images to the data user. Finally, the authorized user decrypts the received images. CBIR usually involves extraction of features and search in the feature space for similar images. So it has two challenges.

The first challenge is how to mathematically describe an image, which is referred to as the feature extraction step. Feature can be extracted either from the entire image (global feature extraction) or from group of pixels (local feature extraction). The merit of global feature is its high speed for both extracting features and computing similarity but has low accuracy. On the other hand local feature extraction method is more accurate, example of local feature extraction method is called bag-of-words model. In this model, local features are extracted from all images in the database and then jointly clustered. The cluster centers are used as words to form the vocabulary. An image \(m_i\) denoted using bag-of-words as:

\[S_i=[(c_{ij},w_{ij})..., (c_{ij},w_{ij})..., (c_{ij},w_{ij})]\]

Figure 2: EMD-PPCBIR Flowchart.

Similarity between \(m_q\) and \(m_t\) is calculated using Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) between their signatures \(sq\) and \(st\). The earth mover’s distance can be applied to evaluate the similarity between the distributions. Given two distributions, the distribution with smaller sum of weights can be viewed as a mass of earth which rightly spread in space, and the distribution with larger sum of weights can be viewed as an array of holes in the same space. The EMD measures the minimal cost of moving all the earth into the holes. The EMD measures the minimal cost of moving all the earth into the holes. A unit of work will be counted when a unit of earth is transported for a unit of distance. The EMD transforms the matching problem to the transportation problem. Two distributions have the least transportation cost can be

Figure 1: IES-PPCBIR Framework.
viewed as the most similar ones. The EMD between \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) is defined as:

\[
EMD(s_1,s_2) = \min \sum_{i=1}^{n} f_i \cdot d(s_i,s'_{i}) \sum_{i=1}^{n} f_i
\]

Before applying EMD Local Sensitive Hashing (LSH) is applied to reduce time complexity. LSH is a two stage structure in the first stage dissimilar images are filtered out by pre-filter table to shrink the search scope. In the second stage the remaining images are compared using EMD metric. LSH is an effective way of reducing dimensionality of data. Several hash functions are applied to the signature centroid to form LSH table. If two signature centroid hashed into same bucket for at least one of the hash function they form candidate pair. Data owner encrypts image DB and signature using different keys and sends encrypted DB, signature and secure LSH tables to cloud server. Data user constructs query trapdoor and sends to CS. Data user obtain encrypted images similar to query images, which is decrypted by the user later.

### 3.3 SIFT-PPCBIR (Scale Invariant Feature Transform In Privacy Preserving Content Based Image Retrieval)

A content-based image retrieval system for a tattoo image database is proposed by Anil et.al [11] The system automatically extracts image features based on the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). Side information, i.e., body location of tattoos and tattoo classes, is utilized to improve the retrieval time and retrieval accuracy [12] [13].

**SIFT PPCIR system consists of following steps:-**

**Image Encryption And Indexing:** The data owner encrypts the database and outsources the database to the cloud server. For an original image \( I \) with size of \( n \times n \) pixels, we use the matrix \( I(x,y) \) with each entry of 8-bit length. The data owner randomly selects \( n\) integers from \([0 \text{ to } 255]\) to generate a random matrix \( I_s(x,y) \) and then encrypts \( I(x,y) \) by computing \( E(x,y) \) as:

\[
E(x,y) = I(x,y) + I_s(x,y)
\]

The ciphertext \( E(x,y) \) is sent to cloud server. Indexing approach first makes use of the location of the tattoo on body, if available. Tattoo location is a reliable piece of information because it can be tagged precisely and objectively. Hence, searching similar images at the same body location can significantly reduce the matching time without any loss of matching accuracy.

**Image Feature Extraction:** Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is a local feature based approach. Unlike global feature based approach local feature based approach captures property from group of pixels and generates descriptors that represents texture around feature points. The feature points are invariant to image scale and rotation and provide matching across range of distortion, noise etc.

**Image Retrieval:** For comparing two images a keypoint from set of detected keypoints are compared with each keypoint in the other image and measure how many of them successfully matches. Comparison here means Euclidean distance between keypoint are computed to obtain first and second closest distance. [14] [15] [16] If ratio between them is less than system threshold which is 0.49, then images are similar and are retrieved.

### 3.4 LBP-PPCBIR (Local Binary Pattern In Privacy Preserving Content Based Image Retrieval)

There are three entities data owner, cloud server \( S_1 \) and cloud server \( S_2 \). Data owner maintains a huge database of images which should be encrypted before outsourcing to cloud server resulting in two encrypted image sets. Extraction of LBP features from the encrypted images is the responsibility of CS. The cloud contains two entities Server 1 and Server 2 both of which receives the different encrypted images set. LBP features are extracted by Server 1. During the encryption process, an image is partitioned into non-overlapping blocks and the blocks are shuffled to protect the contents of the image. Finally all the pixels except the center pixel in each block are shuffled. The extracted LBP features can be applied to many applications, such as texture classification, image retrieval, face recognition, and so on.

Steps in LBP PPCBIR framework:-

**Image Encryption:** Our goal is to protect the image content and allowing the cloud server to execute the LBP algorithm. In order to protect the image owner’s image privacy, image is encrypted before outsourcing to the cloud servers. The image consists of two types of information, color and texture information, which require appropriate protection. In this method [17] [18] [19] [20], to protect the image color information image segmentation is used, and for the texture information protection pixel position are shuffled. Three times of block permutation, pixel replacement and image segmentation is for encryption of image.

**Local Binary Pattern (LBP) Feature extraction:** In Local Binary Pattern (LBP) image is divided into fixed size \( 3 \times 3 \) blocks the center pixel’s gray value and its 8 neighbors are compared. If gray values of neighbors are greater than center pixels gray value then the position is marked as 1 otherwise marked as 0. Thus the 8 points which is either 1 or 0 forms an 8-bit binary number which is LBP value. The LBP histograms are constructed from encrypted grayscale values of images. After receiving the encrypted images by \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) cloud servers, they divide the images as the image owner does. Both \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) calculate the pixel difference between the center of the block and the pixels around. \( S_2 \) sends its computed differences to \( S_1 \) and after obtaining the above information, \( S_1 \) subtracts the received differences from its own differences.

![Figure 3: SIFT-PPCBIR System Model](image-url)
Following are the steps involved in EDH-PPCBIR:

\section{Image Encryption:} Encryption process consists of two steps:

\subsection{Difference matrix computation:} To extract difference histogram as image feature directly from encrypted image, difference matrix computation is required which is subdivided into three steps:

\subsubsection{One-dimensional matrix:} This step converts the image pixel matrix into one dimensional array using some conversion methods and the array size is same as the image size after conversion. Here two conversion methods are used.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Orderly scanning:} - Here pixel values are obtained by orderly scanning the pixel matrix.
  \item \textbf{Disorderly block scanning:} - Image is divided into blocks, then pixel values are obtained by disorderly scanning each blocks of pixel matrix. Hence after using the above two conversion methods there are two arrays, that is order array and disorder array.
\end{itemize}

\subsection{Difference value calculation:} We have two arrays, order and disorder arrays, by subtracting adjacent values in both arrays we get one dimensional difference arrays.

\subsection{Difference matrix acquisition:} The difference matrices that are order difference matrix (ODM) and disorder difference matrix (DDM) is obtained by inverse conversion of the difference arrays, arrays are converted back to matrices. [25][26]

\section{Feature extraction and index construction:} This task is transferred to CSP to reduce the computation burden of the client. CSP directly extracts the difference histograms of RGB components as feature vector from encrypted image using difference matrix.

\section{4. Conclusion}

Efficient management of large number of images being generated everyday is necessary. Privacy Preserving Content Based Image Retrieval has a wide variety of applications in medical applications, biodiversity information systems, digital libraries etc. Privacy of these image retrieval schemes can be ensured by various techniques as described above. Privacy-preserving content based image retrieval scheme, allows the data owner to outsource image database and the CBIR service to the cloud without revealing the actual content of the database. Feature extraction and index generation task is transferred to CS in EDH to reduce client overhead in EMD.
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